that P-decay should be described as taking place through a mesotron. as intermediary, rather than through direct disintegration of the proton and neutron. For the mesotron of spin zero considered by Yukawa, this point of view led to a P-decay theory fully equivalent to Fermi's, and to a definite prediction of the lifetime of the mesotron in terms of p-lifetimes.
More recently a number of investigatorss have come to the conclusion that the sign and spin dependence of nuclear forces can best be understood on the supposition that the mesotron has spin one, and obeys the Proca equations. But with this theory serious objections to Yukawa's description of P-decay arise. Treating the heavy particles nonrelativistically, the coupling energy between heavy particles and mesotrons takes the form pp*(gi U'+K 'g2e curl U)p~, (&) with U~= (U', U) the four-vector mesotron wave function, K i = k/pc. The coupling energy between light particles and mesotrons is p"*)g '2'U&+ 'g 'p~'(a U&/ax' -a U, /ax&) jp,. (2) Both terms in (1}are proportional to the momentum of the mesotron; the second term because it involves derivatives of U, the first because of the relation C. 'U'= -div U, which for a mesotron of momentum p and energy E becomes O'=U pc/E. Since the mesotron momentum is equal to the sum of the momenta of electron and neutrino, the heavy particle matrix element will thus contribute two powers of the light particle momenta in the expression for the p-Iifetime; the lifetime will be connected to the upper limit of the P-spectrum by a seventh power law, rather than the fifth power law required by experimental evidence. The only escape is to deny the mesotron any role in p-decay, and return to direct emission of the light particles by the heavy ones, for example by an interaction (3) One is thus forced to give up any theoretical connection between P-decay and mesotron decay; both can take place, but they must be supposed completely independent processes.
This (1938) .
